Just Pampered Cluster Lashes Pre and Post Treatment Guidance
Pre Treatment
✓ The eyes are a sensitive area so we need to carry out a patch test at least 24 hours before the
treatment commences. The patch test takes just a moment and is placed behind the ear or in
the crease of the elbow. It can be carried out any time but please call ahead or book it as an
appointment so we can be sure somebody is available for you
✓ Assuming you have no reaction within the 24 hours, we are ready to go ahead with the
treatment. (A reaction would include severe itching, swelling and redness and other signs of
discomfort. If this occurs please contact us immediately)
✓ Please arrive at your appointment with no eye make-up on. The treatment is most effective on
dry lashes and will provide better results if we do not need to use makeup remover
immediately beforehand
What happens during treatment?
The treatment is fairly relaxing, and all that is required from you is to lay down with your eyes closed
and relax. We can cover you with a blanket to keep you warm and enjoy the heated bed in the cooler
months.
This treatment is the traditional lash extensions which have been around since long before the semi
permanent lashes made an appearance. They were traditionally called ‘individual’ lashes, meaning
that in comparison to the strip lashes they were individual flares. Since then, the single strand semi
permanent lashes have created a storm and are now by far more popular, so to avoid confusion these
lashes have become known as clusters/party lashes/weekend lashes.
The lashes are quick to apply, they are a cluster of hairs gathered on a bulb to create a fan. The fan is
swept on top of your own lashes and glued to the lash line to create a fast, effective set of lashes. They
are designed to last 2-5 days because they are not isolated and glued to an individual hair in the way
the single strand lashes are. The full set takes approximately 20 minutes to apply for instant glam.
Post Treatment
✓ After your eyes have been closed for some time, it will take a moment for them to refocus so
please take your time to sit up and refocus before getting down from the couch
✓ Avoid getting the lashes wet for the first 24 hours (showering, crying, steam, sweat,
swimming all included)
✓ Gently comb the lashes daily with a soft mascara wand to keep them all facing the right
direction and help them bounce back to life
✓ Do not apply an eyelash curler to your extensions
✓ It is fine to apply makeup such as eyeliner, eyeshadow and so on but take care when
removing the make up that you do not dislodge the extensions. Remove with non oily make
up remover
✓ The salon would be happy to remove the lashes for you to avoid damage to your own lash, or
simply let them drop out naturally. To soften the glue and remove yourself at home, use an
oily make up remover. Please be patient and do not tug or pull at the lashes
What is the age limit for lashes?
We are not able to offer lash services to anybody under aged fourteen. For those between fourteen
and sixteen we require a parent or guardian to attend the appointment, complete a form and remain
present in the treatment room throughout.

